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What I Need to Know 

 
This module was designed for you. This will help you distinguish 

the different types of journalistic writing. 
This module aims to target this objective: 

 Most Essentials Learning Competency (MELC) 

Distinguish among types of Journalistic Writing (news report, 
opinion article, feature article, and sports news article) 
(UNCODED) 

 

 

What I Know  

 
Directions: Read and understand the given sentences. Answer and  
                   complete the crossword puzzle. 
 

DOWN 
 

1.) It reports on matters pertaining 
to sporting topics and 
competitions. 
 

2.) Its purpose is to inform readers 
of what is happening around 
them. 

 
ACROSS 
 

3.) It is a commentary written by  
someone on target issue or 
topic. 
 

4.) It provides background  
information on a newsworthy 
topic. 
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What’s In  
 
Directions: Fill in the missing word to complete the paragraph. Choose  
                    your answer inside the box. 
 
                                  logical    audience 
                                
                             purpose                  past  
                             
                               time    future 
  

 

The ____________ of journalistic writing is to write about events in 

a way that appeals to the intended __________. It usually written in 

_________ tense. It includes ____________ and _____________ 

connectives. 

 
What’s New  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hello, Earl! 

What are you reading? 

Hi, Ada! 

I’m reading a newspaper. 

What can we read in a 

newspaper? 

We can read news, feature stories, 

sports and more 

Ohh! Sounds interesting. Can I borrow? 

Sure thing. Here it is. 

Thank you, Earl! 

You are welcome, Ada. 
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Comprehension Questions 
Directions: Answer the following questions. 
 
1. Who are talking in the dialogue? 

2. What is Tony reading? 

3. What can you read in a newspaper?   

 
 
   What is it  
 

Types of Journalistic Writing 

 

1.) News report is found in newspapers and their purpose is to inform 

readers of what is happening in the world around them. News Report 

begins with a catchy headline. The lead paragraph informs the reader of 

the most important aspects of the story as soon as possible.  

 Example: 

  On January 25, 2021, Panigayan Elementary School joins 

the celebration of International Day of Education. This was also 

participated by the other stakeholders of the school. 

 

2.) Opinion article, as the name suggests, is an article where you 

express your opinion on an issue. It is different from an essay. It deals 

usually with issues being reported in the news and is written in your own 

unique tone. 

 Example: 

  Soft drinks and coffee contain caffeine. Too much 

consumption of caffeine may weaken the human body. Thus, in my 

opinion, people must regulate the drinking of soft drinks and coffee in 

order to have a healthy body. 
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3.) Feature article is an article written to give more depth to topical 

events, people or issues. This text provides background information on a 

newsworthy topic as well as the writer’s personal slant or experience. 

Example: 

  You will not be judged nor criticized. A woman with golden 

heart who will stay even in your dark days. A woman who will always 

cheer you if you were lonely. A woman who will give unconditional love. 

That’s how a mother’s love. 

 

4.) Sports news article is a form of writing that reports on matters 

pertaining to sporting topics and competitions. 

Example: 

  Filipina tennis player Alexa Eala won her first title in the 

professional ranks after ruling the ITF Rafa Academy World Tour in 

Spain. 

 

 

What’s More  
 
Directions: Read and analyze the following sentences. Write N if it is  
                    News Report, O for Opinion Article, F for Feature Article,  
                    and S for Sports News Article. Write your answer on 
                    space provided before each number. 

 

____ 1.)  Ben Esports capped a momentous Sunday for bagging as   
               Mobile Legends Bang-Bang Wold Champion in Singapore. 
____ 2.) Isabela City is like a paradise because of its beautiful beaches  
              and falls. It also had a forest park where you can breathe in 
fresh  
              air. 
____ 3.) For me, drinking too much coffee is not good for our health  
              because of its caffeine content.  
____ 4.) School heads, principals, and teachers-in-charge of Isabela 
City  
              Schools Division present their school improvement plan on    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Writing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competition
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              January 28 – 29, 2021 at Conference Hall. 
____ 5.) New Orleans Pelicans overcame a 47-point performance by  

              Bradley Beal to defeat the Washington Wizards with the score  

             124-106 on Wednesday night.  

 
 

                    What I Have Learned 
 
Directions: Fill in the missing word to complete the sentence. 
 
1. ________________ is an article written to give more depth to topical 

events, people or issue. 
 

2. News report begins with a catchy _______________. 
 
3. _______________ is an article where you can express your opinion 

on an issue or topic. 
 
4. ____________ reports on matters pertaining to sporting topics and 

competition. 
 
5. ____________ purpose is to inform readers of what is happening in 

the world around them. 

 
 What I Can Do 
 

Directions: Read the following articles in Column A and match it to its  
                    type in Column B. Write the letter on space provided    
                    before each number 

 

        Column A     Column B 

 

1. Sama di laut are people of peace.    a. News Report 

As years passed they start to value  

education, too. 
 

2. Vegetables are rich in vitamins that    b. Feature Article 

will make our body strong and  

healthy. In my opinion, eating  

vegetables will help you prevent from sick. 
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3. Badjao Floating Elementary School    c.  Sports News     

conducted its Psychosocial Mental Health                  Article 

       Awareness session on January 27, 2021. 
 

4. Guard Aljun Meleuo has decided to forego  d. Opinion Article 

       his final UAAP year with the Green Archers  

       and enter the rookie draft set for March 14

 

          Assessment 
 

Directions: Read and understand the following questions. Circle the  
                    correct letter of your answer. 
 

1. What do you call an article where you express your opinion on an 
issue? 
A. News report   
B. Opinion article  
C. Sports news article  
D. Feature article 
 

2. How will you begin a news report? 
A. Starts with a catchy headline. 
B. Starts with sayings. 
C. Starts with expression. 
D. Starts with long idea. 

 

3. Which of the following is a sport news article? 
A. Eric Bledsoe added 18 points as the Pelicans began a five-game 
home stand with their second victory in 10 games.  
B. For me, every person must have enough sleep in order to gain 
energy for the rest day. 
C. Philippines sets new rules for arriving foreign nationals staring 
February 01. 
D. Every person has a realization due to pandemic.  

 

4. Mayor Francisco ‘Isko Moreno’ Domagoso led the city’s second 
Covid-19 mass vaccination simulation exercise at the Isabelo Delos 
Reyes Elementary School last Thursday, January 28 in anticipation of 
the arrival of vaccines for the viral illness. What type of journalistic 
writing is this? 
A. Feature article  
B. Opinion article  
C. Sports news article  
D. News report 
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5. Which of the journalistic writing provides background information on a 
newsworthy topic as well as the writer’s personal slant or experience? 
A. News report   
B. Opinion article  
C. Feature article  
D. Sports news article 
 

                            Answer Key 
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What I Know 

 
What’s In 

1. purpose 
2. audience 
3. past 
4. logical 
5. time 
 
What’s New 
1. Earl and Ada 
2. Newspaper 
3. News, Feature stories, 
and Sports 
 

What’s In 

What’s More  

1. S 
2. F 
3. O 
4. N 
5. S 
 
What I Have Learned 
1. Feature Article 
2. Headline 
3. Opinion Article 
4. Sports News Article 
5. News Report 
 
What I Can DO 

1. B 
2. D 
3. A 
4. C 
 

 

Assessment 

1.) B 
2.) A 
3.) A 
4.) D 
5.) C 
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The Footprints Prayer Trees by Joyce Kilmer 
One night I had a dream. I dreamed 

that I was walking along the beach 

with the LORD. 

In the beach, there were two (2) sets 

of footprints – one belong to me and 

the other to the LORD. 

Then, later, after a long walk, I 

noticed only one set of footprints. 

“And I ask the LORD. Why? Why? 

Why did you leave me when I am sad 

and helpless?” 

And the LORD replied “My son, My 

son, I have never left you. There was 

only one (1) set of footprints in the 

sand, because it was then that I 

CARRIED YOU! 

I think that I shall never see  

A poem lovely as a tree.    

 

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest 

Against the earth’s sweet flowing 

breast;   

  

A tree that looks at God all day,  

And lifts her leafy arms to pray;   

  

A tree that may in Summer wear  

A nest of robins in her hair;    

 

Upon whose bosom snow has lain; 

Who intimately lives with rain. 

 

Poems are made by fools like me,  

But only God can make a tree. 

Region IX: Zamboanga Peninsula Hymn – Our Eden Land 

Here the trees and flowers bloom 

Here the breezes gently Blow, 

Here the birds sing Merrily, 

The liberty forever Stays, 

 

 

Here the Badjaos roam the seas 

Here the Samals live in peace 

Here the Tausogs thrive so free 

With the Yakans in unity 

 

Gallant men And Ladies fair 

Linger with love and care 

Golden beams of sunrise and sunset 

Are visions you’ll never forget 

Oh! That’s Region IX 

 

Hardworking people Abound, 

Every valleys and Dale 

Zamboangueños, Tagalogs, Bicolanos, 

Cebuanos, Ilocanos, Subanons, Boholanos, 

Ilongos, 

All of them are proud and true 

Region IX our Eden Land 

 

Region IX 

Our.. 

Eden... 

Land... 

 

  


